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It is very rightly said that one picture can describe a situation far better than a 1000- word article.
Our brain quickly catches the message that a picture or a photo image conveys but reading a 1000-
word long text context often becomes boring. Increasing practice of uploading, downloading and
sharing of images on social networking sites speak in favour of this fact. Sharing images with friends
and relatives over social networking sites is of great fun as it is an instant action. You can upload a
series of images of your birthday when it is still on. You can upload images of your vacation sitting
inside the hotel room. People around you do not need to wait for your return to home for listening to
stories. You do not need to tell them anything verbally either. The images will narrate the stories
behind.

Using social networking sites for uploading and sharing images is a very common activity these
days, especially for the youngsters. But the problem lies in the speed. Social networking sites often
take long to upload images, which brings down the number of images from the targeted figure.
People do not have ample time to spend staring at the monitor waiting for the download wheel to
stop. A dedicated photo uploading, sharing and management community is far better for this
purpose. Igambar.com is the ideal platform for this activity.

Igambar.com is a free online photo sharing and management community where one can upload
images and download from it in real time. It is absolutely free and one just needs to sign up to
create an account. Igambar.com is completely dedicated to people crazy about image sharing and
hence give them the opportunity to upload images in different categories. At igambar.com you can
upload images under categories such as Anime, Automotive, Celebrity, Culture, Films, General,
Music, People and Pet. Scope is enormous at igambar to share your different types of experiences
with others through images.

If it is something new that you have bought, then upload the image on Anime category and if it is
your dream vehicle or something that you are fascinated with, then go for the Automotive category.
General is the category where you can put all types of images. Itâ€™s the best option to upload images
of vacations and parties. Share the sweet moments with others and check out similar images
uploaded by your friends in the General category. Want to break the news about your new pet?
Uploading its image on the Pet category would be the best way. People you know will get the
message instantly. If you are fascinated with films then upload stills and poster on the Films
category by downloading from other sides or from your camera.

Igambar.com is the best platform for professional photographers as well as the amateur people to
showcase their works and collections. Besides, the site meets sudden need of images by people.
For instance, you may suddenly need images of a particular place or a person or an object which is
not available in other search engines and image sites. Igambar.com can solve your problem as
people upload wide varieties of photographs under different categories.
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things can be said through images. Igambar.com offers a great platform to all who enjoy uploading,
downloading and sharing images.
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